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Community Engagement Summary

Introduction and Overview
Community Engagement
From October 2010 to September 2011, the City of Arnold, Missouri launched an important period of public
input for the Arnold City comprehensive planning campaign. Referred to as‚ “Your Community. Your Plan.” this
process solicited feedback from residents and stakeholder groups regarding community issues and needs
towards development of several alternative “what if” future scenarios, and a preferred “New Direction” that
describes how the community might develop by 2030. Each scenario included a number of different planning
strategies, and the best strategies -- as identified through extensive research and public input ultimately became
the basis of the final Comprehensive Plan that is presented in this report.
Building flexible opportunities for participation was key to reaching as many participants as possible. Therefore
a variety of ways were designed for the public to be involved. Participants could choose the length and depth of
participation, with options ranging from taking an online survey to participating in a three-hour workshop.
Opportunities were available for face-to-face contact at public workshops or online participation that did not
require direct interaction. Throughout these methods of engagement Arnold asked residents to help us identify
community issues, needs and prioritize policies and tell us about the trade-offs they would be willing to support
to reach their goals.

Who’s Involved
The Comprehensive Planning process involved people from all walks of life - regular folks, organized advocates,
and people from nearby and overlapping jurisdictions played a part in the process. Groups included:

The Community
One of the key principles of the new Plan was that the process needed to involve the people of Arnold.
Specifically, it needed to reach beyond the folks who normally participate. Members of the community were
asked to engage in civil discourse about issues that affect current reality and dictate what Arnold will be in the
future.

Perspective Groups
The perspective group members consisted of citizens and civic leaders with diverse backgrounds and
perspectives, who have a big picture attitude about Arnold – its strengths, assets, weaknesses, role in the area,
etc. Their role was to identify key issues early in the process to inform the public outreach efforts and all
aspects of the Plan.

The City Council
The City Council has final approval over the planning process and the new Arnold Comprehensive Plan. Like the
Comprehensive Plan Citizen Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) and Planning Commission members they
appoint, members of the City Council are advocates for a plan that captures the vision and spirit of Arnold.

Planning Advisory Committee
The Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) was created to provide a forum for representative citizens to provide
their input to the planning process. The PAC consisted of 15-20 community leaders of varied backgrounds,
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recommended by the Mayor and City Council, who met several times during the course of the process. The PAC
served as the voice of the community throughout the development of the Plan, providing input on factors which
affect public acceptability, site utilization concepts, and land use.

City of Arnold Staff
City staff served a number of functions, ranging from administration of the public process to data collection and
analysis to facilitation at events. The Community Development Department managed the process with the
consultant team.

The Consultant Team
The consultant team worked collaboratively with City staff to “orchestrate” the planning process and prepare
substantive work products reflecting the results of public participation. The members of the consultant team
are: Patti Banks Associates (PBA) as primary author and lead consultant; with transportation/civil engineering
support from George Butler Associates (GBA), market analysis from Applied Real Estate Analysis (AREA); and
codes analysis from Piper-Wind Architects, Inc.

Overview
Since October 2010, we have heard from many residents through community survey, perspective group
meetings and two public workshops. At the December “Visioning” workshop, participants created maps of the
City to illustrate where to locate new jobs and homes, where neighborhoods should be preserved or built,
where pedestrian connections are needed, and what patterns of development and land use types they wanted
to see across the City.
The work stemming from the December workshop fed directly into helping to shape three development futures
that were presented during the “What if Scenario” workshop in March. Participants were asked to view three
“What if Scenarios” illustrated in a “workbook” and series of large boards with images illustrating the type of
land use and housing mix that could take place in the study area. They assessed how well they believed each
scenario addressed a series of seven value-based questions. For each question, they chose the scenario they felt
addressed the issues best, voting for only one scenario for each question.
Scenario A: Market Trends continue, was rejected.
Scenario B: Reinvest, was supported.
Scenario C: Reimaging was highly desired.
Participants were also to identify where specific land uses should go in Arnold by answering a series of six
location-based questions. For each land use type they could choose one or more locations as appropriate. The
positive ratings focused the planning and design goals, affirmed scenario evaluation response, and helped define
the most appropriate, as well as inappropriate, uses and characteristics for the future.
The next step in drafting an overall “New Direction” strategy was to identify key land uses, transportation
elements and overall development patterns. These development patterns represent future development
opportunities and provide Arnold with a diverse range of choices. By strategically placing them to create the
“New Direction” on the map, Arnold can work towards a future based upon what its’ residents value.
Themes have developed as a result of the hard work from the public and Arnold Planning Advisory Committee
culminating into several strategies that will propel Arnold toward a successful “New Direction”. These strategies
cover a range of topics representing many of the issues that have been raised during the workshops and public
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survey. While each strategy is unique, they all build upon one another and fold directly into a common goal to
move the vision from concept to reality.
Building flexible opportunities for participation was key to reaching as many participants as possible. Therefore
PBA developed a variety of ways for the public to be involved. Participants could choose the length and depth of
participation, with options ranging from taking an online survey to participating in a three-hour workshop.
Opportunities were available for face-to-face contact at public workshops or online participation that did not
require direct interaction. Throughout these methods of engagement Arnold asked residents to help us identify
community issues, needs and prioritize policies and tell us about the trade-offs they would be willing to support
to reach their goals.
Results can be seen throughout this document in word clouds. By visualizing “Issues and Needs”, “Big Ideas” as
well as “Places” in word clouds (using www.wordle.com) it is easy to see which themes and priorities rose to the
top of workshop and survey participants concerns. The larger the word or phrase appears; the more often it was
mentioned.
After the public workshops the maps and visual preferences exercises are collected, scanned and tabulated. At
the same time, every written comment is also documented. Once all the maps have been scanned, we begin to
analyze the results by creating a series of summary maps that tell us things related to participants preferences
for where and how to grow. Community survey results are integrated and patterns and themes for growth and
redevelopment begin to emerge. We then use our analysis of the results to create a range of scenarios, based on
the workshop input, current trends, and land use and transportation strategies. We specifically focus on
understanding the key themes which emerge from the workshop maps, surveys and comments. Once the
scenarios have been built, we work with the community to tease out the best ideas from all the scenarios which
leads to development of a preferred scenario. The final scenario is then tested to determine its potential
impacts on the community’s neighborhoods, land use, transportation framework, open space and economic
development.
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Community Online Survey
Public engagement began in November 2010 with the launch of a community online survey utilizing “Survey
Monkey”. Residents were asked to complete a multiple-choice demographic, market, and policy survey. The
questions were specifically tailored to Arnold and allowed the consultant team to gather quantitative and
qualitative data that correlated with Workshop #1 “Big Idea Visioning and Community Needs” data. Responses
to these questions were critical to fully understanding the demographics of those who participate and how they
responded to the questions. These questions ranged in subject but primarily dealt with current conditions and a
variety of development priorities. Topics included shopping patterns, economic development, traffic and
commuting patterns, ratings of public services, neighborhoods and housing, urban design, and open space.
These responses will help shape the goals and objectives for this plan.
Thirty-nine total questions were asked. The following show results from some of the most interesting and
important questions.
• Over 148 survey responses were gathered.
• Participants were predominately residents.
• The great majority were over 45 years of age.
• The majority live in a single-family home.
• Over 50% of respondents have lived in Arnold over 16 years.
• 40% are satisfied with the quality of growth and development in Arnold.
• The top three growth and development which respondents are most concerned about are:
o Change in overall image and reputation of Arnold
o Difficulty of bicycle or walking travel
o Loss of community character/image/identity
• The three types of stores/businesses they would prefer are:
o Bookstore
o Mixed-use center (like a downtown)
o Large department store (like Macy’s)
• When give four choices for where to direct future growth, 50% chose “Infill first along roadway
corridors, before expanding beyond city limits.”
The results of the online survey were separately graphed and analyzed. It was important to understand the
areas of agreement or disagreement. Specific policies, goals and objectives will be generated from the survey.
The positive ratings will focus the planning and design goals and helped define the most appropriate, as well as
inappropriate, uses, characteristics and strategies for the future.
When the positive results from the online survey and visual preference survey, discussed later, are integrated
and translated into two and three dimensions, alternative scenarios emerge.
Thirty-nine total questions were asked. Of those thirty-nine, five questions where open ended. Responses to
those questions follow chart illustrations of questions 1 – 34.
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Question #1

Question #2
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Question #3

Question #4
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Question #31
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Question #33

Question #34
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Open Ended Survey Questions
35 What, if anything, do you think makes Arnold a great place?

36. What three things would you identify as strengths of Arnold?
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37. What three things would you identify as weaknesses of Arnold?

38 What three things would you recommend as future opportunities for Arnold?
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39 What three things do you believe hold Arnold back from achieving future
opportunities?

40 General Comments
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Perspective Groups
“Big Ideas” Brainstorming Workshop
The purpose of the session was to acquire an understanding of community issues and needs from the
“Perspective” of five targeted stakeholder groups. A series of questions was asked of each group for comparison
of results. To assist participants in thinking outside the box, workshop facilitators asked everyone to visualize
their community today and for the future through seven types of “Places”. Building off those ideas, participants
then worked in small groups to come to agreement on the top issues that need to be addressed for their
“Perspective Group” topic. Small groups reported back to the room. These Perspective Group results can be
seen throughout this section in the word clouds like shown on the next page. By visualizing these “Places” “Big
Ideas” as well as “Perspective” priorities in word clouds it is easy to see which themes and priorities rose to the
top of workshop participants concerns. The larger the word or phrase appears; the more often it was
mentioned.

Session A Questions
Preserving Beautiful Places – How can the beautiful space in Arnold be enhanced? Are there
opportunities to create new beautiful places in Arnold?
Preserving Beautiful Places – How can the beautiful space in Arnold be enhanced? Are there
opportunities to create new beautiful places in Arnold?
Preserving Natural Places – What can Arnold do to preserve and enhance the unique character of
its natural environment?
Improving Connections to Places – How can Arnold improve the ability of people to move around
the community? What can we do to encourage the use of active forms of transportation (walking,
biking, trails etc…)
Better Places to Work – What can Arnold do to ensure a sustainable and diverse workforce in the
future? What are your ideas about shaping the future working environment of Arnold?
Better Places to Live – How can Arnold continue to meet the needs of current home buyers, as well
as prepare for possible changes in future markets? What can Arnold do to remain attractive to both
renters and buyers of all ages? Are there things the community can do to fill current gaps in
housing availability and affordability?
Better Places to Play – Where are there opportunities to expand recreation and entertainment
options within Arnold? What can Arnold do to ensure it continues to maintain and expand
recreation moving into the future?
Shaping Future Places – What can Arnold do to make better use of the space it currently occupies?

Session B Questions
Included group specific topics prepared by each facilitator to complete their existing conditions
analysis.
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Session A Questions
Preserving Beautiful Places – How can the beautiful space in Arnold be enhanced?
Are there opportunities to create new beautiful places in Arnold?
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe, AIA, Project Manager, PBA
a. Improve Parks, need city pool. Add more city trees.
b. Incorporate “open areas” as part of development areas. Must be usable and accessible.
c. Stop reducing lot sizes. Need better access to subdivision due to topography.
d. Stop spike strips. Need open streets for connectivity.
Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
a. Need a lot more open space. Arnold Park is in floodplain – additional uses desired.
b. Historical Places. Examine Parkland Standards – How many parks are in the floodplain.
Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
a. The group focused more on “creating” rather than preserving beauty.
b. Enhance the riverfront between Jeffco and I-55: need to control flooding, beautify and enhance recreational
use.
c. Improve visual appearance of Jeffco from the river to US 41.
d. Create Gateways on I-55 to identify Arnold to motorist driving down the Interstate.
e. Enhance interchanges on I-55 to entice drivers into Arnold. Give people a reason to stop.
f. Encourage businesses to landscape their properties. (City has a “Façade Improvement Program that includes
some landscaping but it applies only to tenants and cannot be utilized by owners of older strip centers to
improve their properties. Also, the guidelines are perceived to be excessively restrictive.)
Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
a. Adding landscaping in the major traffic corridors and accommodating in future plans.
b. Marina. Cleaning up existing areas.
c. Restore / utilize river space. Walking and biking trails.
Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
a. Parks, nature trails. Make more accessible.
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Preserving Natural Places – What can Arnold do to preserve and enhance the unique
character of its natural environment
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe, AIA, Project Manager, PBA
a. Enhance existing preserved areas.
b. Stop rezoning steep hillsides for development. Preserve hillsides using R1= 1 acre lot sizes.
c. Need active recreational uses for open spaces/trails.
Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
a. Acquire additional park land.
b. Conservation Development – neighborhood parks.
c. Acquire property adjacent to existing parks.
d. County – Bike lanes on old Hwy 21 from Hillsboro to Hwy 141 then across to Arnold and eventually Meramec
Greenway.
e. Kimmswick – 40 acre parcel County is looking to acquire.
Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
a. The Clean Stream Project needs more support to preserve the community’s waterways.
Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
1. Enhance and maintain the river front areas.
2. Preserve the wooded areas.
a. Strawberry Creek
b. Ferd B. Lang
Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
a. Add recreational equipment and shelters at Arnold Park.
b. Preserve the floodplain.
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Improving Connections to Places – How can Arnold improve the ability of people to
move around the community? What can we do to encourage the use of active forms
of transportation (walking, biking, trails etc…)
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe, AIA, Project Manager, PBA
a. Need sidewalks and complete streets. Will require a policy change.
b. Need pedestrian bridge over I-55 and Lonedell.
c. Richardson Road access challenging.
d. Only three crossings over I-55. Need more auto crossings.
Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
a. St. Louis trail parallels Meramec River with plans to cross south on Jeff Co Blvd – bridge doesn’t have shoulders
to support bicycle/pedestrian use.
b. Tie Meramec River Trail to Arnold Park.
c. Existing Trails are internal to parks.
d. Need funding to create more trails.
e. East-west connection – Church Rd overpass has sidewalks on one side.
Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
a. Need more sidewalks. Some subdivisions have sidewalks that go nowhere. They need to be connected to
other sidewalks.
b. Need more trails, especially through the parks. Regional trails stop at the river and don’t really connect with
Arnold and Jefferson County.
Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
3. Interconnection of the City sidewalks. Connect the east and west sides of the City.
4. Connect dead end streets when possible.
5. Alternative routes to enter Library, Rec Center, and college.
6. Mass transit
Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
a. Require sidewalks on City projects.
b. Expand transit
c. Need ADA access and more pedestrian friendly.
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Better Places to Work – What can Arnold do to ensure a sustainable and diverse
workforce in the future? What are your ideas about shaping the future working
environment of Arnold?
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe, AIA, Project Manager, PBA
a. Promote home businesses such as sewing.
b. Set aside land for light industrial in opportunity areas.
c. Currently oversaturated with retail. Need more office.
Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
a. Good parks and open space create good places to work and live – “Quality of Life”.
b. Parks are an economic draw – people come to use parks will spend money in Arnold.
c. People “know” about Arnold Park.
d. Walkability and connectivity important.
Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
2. Focus on workforce development to ensure that potential workers have skills employers need.
3. Broaden access to existing workforce development program offered by Jefferson County Community College.
Strongly encouraged by JCCC.
4. Arnold needs a more business friendly environment among city staff, City Council and residents.
Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
7. More industry
8. Active economic development
9. More coordination with Jefferson County.
10. Mass transit
Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
a. City doing a good job. Work with colleges on training.
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Better Places to Live – How can Arnold continue to meet the needs of current home
buyers, as well as prepare for possible changes in future markets? What can Arnold
do to remain attractive to both renters and buyers of all ages? Are there things the
community can do to fill current gaps in housing availability and affordability?
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe, AIA, Project Manager, PBA
a. Housing choice must focus beyond building “new” housing. Need balance of reinvestment in existing housing
stock. Issues include use of minimum housing codes, maintenance and upkeep issues and need for support
services.
b. Need consistent zoning laws.
c. Windhaven has mixed use. Need a balance of neighborhood retail, design and character that is walkable.
Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
a. Answers were same as #4 as well as:
a. Need a deep water aquatics facility.
b. Upgrade athletic fields – drainage issues, lighting.
c. Need multipurpose fields. Upgrade playgrounds.
d. Flooding is a big issue for most parks – new structures very quickly look old due to flooding.
Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
a. Community needs housing for seniors (most of the population is over 45 and older persons need more
residential options.)
b. Address deterioration in older areas. Newer subdivisions are often close to older areas where housing is more
modest and perceived to be poorly maintained.
Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
11. Retirement villas / housing for aging population.
12. Hospital
13. Maintain / increase quality of life at a reasonable cost. Address current stormwater issues.
Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
a. Identify what people are looking for.
b. Affordable housing, lot size, walkable, mixed-use development. Open to single-family rentals including condos.
Not a gap.
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Better Places to Play – Where are there opportunities to expand recreation and
entertainment options within Arnold? What can Arnold do to ensure it continues to
maintain and expand recreation moving into the future?
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe, AIA, Project Manager, PBA
a. Utilize the floodplain as an RV Park. RV publications as a market place. “Balato”.
b. Hollywood Beach Rd could be activated for water recreation.
c. Stigma associated with Parks at night. Not all Parks are connected or visible.
d. Need trail connections (Strawberry Park) west side area parks are not accessible.
Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
a. Addressed in #4 and 5.
Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
a. Parks need more attention. Some are poorly maintained.
b. Need more indoor recreation facilities. Current facilities are overtaxed.
Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
14. Working with the scenic river ways.
15. Citywide Wi-Fi
16. ATV trails
17. More family related entertainment.
Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
a. Continue to enhance parks. Need pool. Most already used for recreation.
b. Add trails.
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Shaping Future Places – What can Arnold do to make better use of the space it
currently occupies?
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe, AIA, Project Manager, PBA
a. Redefine Jeffco Blvd.
Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
a. Areas currently used for active recreation should be passive recreation.
b. Need reliable parks and open space – areas that don’t flood so planning of events is predictable/reliable from
a condition (flood/non-flood) perspective.
c. Desire more controlled access to the Meramec River – don’t want to create trash or other problems at access
points.
d. Partnerships
i.
St. Louis County
ii.
Great Rivers Greenway
iii.
Missouri Department of Conservation
iv.
Jefferson County Parks and Recreation
v.
Trust for Public Land
e. Family oriented space
i. Amphitheatre
ii. Music/Play Areas
f. Look at NewTown St. Charles for integration of open space.
g. Mixed Use Developments
Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
a. Group reiterated comments made in response to earlier topics, especially on the need to redevelop north
Jeffco.
Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
18. More family oriented entertainment / activities.
19. Better use of natural areas.
Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
a. Mixed-use, walkable, city center, livable.
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Session B Questions
Neighborhoods & Healthy Community - Lisa Lassman Briscoe
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

What are the qualities, amenities and characteristics that make Arnold’s neighborhoods great?
a. Qualities include: Have a mix of single-family and multi-family choices. Don’t mix the two. The key to success is
“where” multi-family goes.
i. In the future – will continue to need choices for all ages and incomes. Design and location is
critical.
b. Amenities include: low taxes, low crime, country atmosphere, great school district and access to shopping.
Are there housing choices for all ages and incomes?
a. Opportunity for elderly housing, Baby Boomer housing choice, extended care housing, Limited Care.
b. Need access to transit.
What do you see as the constraints or obstacles to purchasing or renting a property?
a. Few obstacles now with only 200 foreclosures.
Do all neighborhoods have adequate access to green space?
a. Yes. Need better connectivity.
From your perspective, is there rundown housing in the community and should the city take a more active role
in addressing it?
a. Maintenance issues are scattered throughout the community, not isolated to one area.
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6.

What are the 3 most important areas of focus for local leaders to pay attention to regarding housing and
neighborhood challenges?
a. Stabilization of property values.
b. Provides more housing choice for all income levels.
c. May require re-assignment of land uses to create alternative development patterns along corridors.
d. Requires re-investing in existing neighborhoods (Neighborhood Conservation).
7. City serves as catalysis with the ability to do what the private sector cannot, such as investment in
infrastructure.
a. Potential for dedicated funding source.
b. Cost/benefit to the city as a whole is important.
8. Re-investment decision-making criterion could be:
a. Streets needing upgrading.
b. Areas lacking stormwater controls.
c. Open ditches vs. curb and gutter.
d. Areas with above ground utilities.
e. Areas lacking sidewalks and streetlights.
f. Areas without connectivity/trails to resources or retail.
g. Areas without trees.
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Natural Resources, Open Space & Sustainability - Laurie Brown, PBA
1.

Areas for acquisition
a. City is looking at properties on the western side of the City. Staff and others identified the following: Ott
tract, Dixon tract (Historical Significance), 10-12 acre tract adjacent to the southeast side of Ferd B. Lang, and
open space north of Richardson Road and West of I-55.
b. County staff identified a 40 acre tract along Lyons Den Rd (?) west of Arnold where County will be expanding
roadway to 4-lanes. County also mentioned a proposed trail along Rock Creek from the School to Mastodon
State Historic Site.

2.

Protection Measures
a. Conservation easements and deed restrictions.
i. Developers will be opposed.
b. Vision is different for people who have lived here vs. those who are new residents.
i. Older families will likely oppose.
ii. Newer families will support.
c. Riparian Corridor Protection
i.
Group perceived as a good idea.
d. Importance of protecting water resources and water quality
i. Need to filter stormwater runoff.
ii. Reduce amount of stormwater runoff – rain gardens, bioswales.
iii. Need Stormwater regulations.
iv. St. Louis MSD is working on a reference with local examples for stormwater.
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3.
4.

5.
6.

Sediment and erosion control in the city, are there problems and could it be better?
a. Is seen as an issue of staffing to enforce, do not have enough staff to properly enforce.
Recreational use of the Meramec River
a. Recommend dredging to facilitate recreation – this is a complex issue that involves numerous agencies (US
Army Corps of Engineers, Missouri Dept. of Natural Resources, etc) to address.
b. River is “globally significant”.
Sustainability
How green/sustainable is Arnold and what does this mean?
a. City is not green enough.
b. Recycling is the only thing currently happening.
c. Recreation Center is doing green replacements as items are replaced.
d. This is not important to citizens.
e. Need more leadership from the City.
f. Can start with programs in schools.
g. Implement with replacements/maintenance and redevelopment.
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Economic Development - Robert Miller, AREA
Many of the responses to questions 1 through 7 were focused on improving the economic environment of the city.
Thus, when the group focused on Session B - Economic Development questions, responses to earlier topics were
rehashed and, occasionally, elaborated on. The group realizes that the Arnold industrial park is not an ideal location for
industry due to the lack of easy access to the Interstate.
1.

Work to overcome lingering negative image of Arnold and Jefferson County as low-income blue collar
community. Many newer, as well as some long-term residents, are in white collar occupations.
a. Enhance the workforce and expand broad band access to empower workers with more tools.
b. Develop a more positive business environment.
c. Encourage residents to support local businesses to enable them to grow.
d. Consider non-traditional avenues for economic development.
e. e.g., Commercial recreation facilities (ice rinks, soccer fields, etc. to attract youth league tournaments).
Visitors would provide business for restaurants and, hotels and other local firms.
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Infrastructure & Public Facilities - Jim Dunajcik, PE, and Matthew S. Auld, GBA
1.

Water District 1:
a. Old Lemay and Richardson – Construct pump station.
b. Space needed to install booster station to Loop system and improve fire protection.
c. 2” water mains to be replaced in the next 2 years.
d. District will pay the difference for upsizing water main extensions to new developments as deemed necessary
by the district.
e. Fire Chief identified the area around Telegraph and Jeffco as having fire flow and pressure problems that
require the district to run booster stations.

2.

Stormwater:
a. Street Sweeping
b. Six roads south project is being started.

3.

Sanitary:
a. Lining program in place for older VCP pipes.
b. Awaiting results of I&I study.
c. Very few 6” mains exist in the current system.
d. City will pay for upsizing of mains in a new development to fix current / anticipated issues.
e. Cost has slowed/stopped septic removals in the City.
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Transportation & Traffic - Paul M. Bertrand, PE, GBA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Work with MoDOT
Bike lanes
City access management
Old LeMay Ferry Rd.
Pomme Road
Lonedell
Richardson
Widen Jeffco at RR crossing
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Combined Analysis Sessions A and B
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Public Workshop #1
“Big Ideas” Visioning and Community Needs
This Workshop served as the kickoff event for “Arnold – Your Community. Your Plan.” where residents were
invited to attend the “Big Ideas” brainstorming workshop to share their thoughts and take part in hands-on
exercises to help grow Arnold’s 2030 vision. No idea was too far-fetched. Citizens were asked to tap into their
creative energy to give Arnold their ideas by asking:
• What do you think makes Arnold what it is?
• What are our strongest community assets?
• What challenges concern you the most, and how should we face them as a community?
• What specific goals should we set for the next 20 years?
• What is YOUR vision for Arnold 2030 and beyond?
Approximately 30 community stakeholders were in attendance at the workshop held at the Arnold Recreation
Center from 5:00 to 8:00 PM. The Workshop began with a primer on Comprehensive Planning and described the
Arnold“Your Community. Your Plan.” planning process. The workshop format allowed the public to view each
of the project displays and discuss the project directly with team members. Team members staffed the study
area during the entire period to talk individually with citizens about project issues, and to receive their input in
the initial planning phase.
Stations were available for residents to:
• Familiarize themselves with Arnold’s existing conditions.
• Identify preferred development patterns and land use types.
• Illustrate opportunities for development, reinvestment, and improved connectivity, and to
• Listen to a presentation at 5:30 PM and again at 6:30 PM to learn more about the Arnold
Comprehensive Plan. The presentation included an overview of the project process, and included next
steps. The presentation helped illustrate and define the overall goal of the project, elements of the
planning process, different development patterns and the exercises intended for the public.
During the workshop, residents where asked to “Tell Us What You Think” about a series of issues using handouts
and interactive exercises as follows:
• Exercises 1-2: Preferred Development Patterns and Land Use Types
Tell us what development patterns and land use types you like the most and the least by voting, using 2
green dots for what you like the most and 2 red dots for what you like the least.
•

Exercises 3-4: Commercial and Neighborhood Nodes
Show where you think commercial and neighborhood developments should be focused in the future,
and what types of development are most appropriate by drawing circles around those locations in the
City.

•

Exercises 5-6: Reinvestment and Enhancement Opportunities, and Mobility Options
Show where you think improvements related to streetscape, landscape, traffic, sidewalks, trails, and
bicycle lanes are needed by drawing circles around locations throughout the City.

Results of each exercise follow, along with verbatim comments collected on cards.
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Visual Preference Exercises
The public participated in a series of visual preference exercises. The average image ratings represent the
collective opinion of the survey participants and serve as the basis for the evaluation and analysis of the
images as they relate to the Plan. Image results were categorized by land use type score, from highest to
lowest for the entire survey and in each category. The highest rated image in each category illustrates a
piece of the collective vision for the future.
The most highly rated land uses are the most appropriate for the future of Arnold. As the image ratings
decrease, so does the perceived value of the land uses in the images. Each image and land use category was
analyzed to determine which land-use elements contribute to both positive and negative ratings.
The highest rated images represent the visual and spatial characteristics desired for Arnold. These highest
rated images will be formulated into future plan recommendations. When the positive results from the
visioning survey are translated into two and three dimensions, a development plan emerge that can be
adopted and approved with public support. The positive ratings will focus the planning and design goals and
helped define the most appropriate, as well as inappropriate, uses and characteristics for the future.
It was important to understand the areas of agreement or disagreement. Specific policies, goals and
objectives will be generated from the questionnaire.

Exercise #1: Preferred Land Use Types
In Exercise #1 participants were asked to view a series of four boards with images illustrating the type of
land use and housing mix that could take place in the study area. Participants could select what they
liked the most and the least for each land use type by voting, using 2 green dots for what they like the
most and 2 red dots for what they like the least. The four land use types included: Single-family, Multifamily, Office/Retail, and Public Space. Results follow.

Exercise #2: Development Patterns
Participants were asked to view a series of images illustrating the type of development pattern that
could take place in the study area. They could select what they liked the most using 1 green dot and 1
red dot for what they like the least. The three development patterns included: Single Family, MultiFamily, and Commercial/Retail. Results follow.
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Mapping Exercises
The Big Ideas Visioning Workshop indicates “where” and “how” people want the positive images to be
located and “where”, based on the negative images, redevelopment should be focused. Participants
completed drawing exercises on large aerial base maps of the study area. These exercises ask participants to
physically identify areas in need of improvement as well as the placement of a range of urban design
elements and mobility options.
Four maps were generated through these exercises:
1. Commercial Nodes,
2. Neighborhood Nodes,
3. Reinvestment/Enhancement Opportunities, and
4. Mobility.
Mapping exercise results for exercises #3 - #6 are consolidated on the map following this section.

Mapping Exercise #3: Commercial Nodes
Residents were asked to view a large scale aerial of Arnold and indicate where they thought commercial
developments should be focused in the future, and what types of development are most appropriate by
drawing a series of circles around those locations throughout the City.
Development options included:
• Suburban strip
• Neighborhood retail
• Mixed-use medium intensity
Synthesis of workshop results shows the type, intensity, and placement of commercial development
that is desired. The location of the areas on the map represents a consensus for the preferred
placement of each type of commercial development. Mapping exercise results are consolidates on the
following map.

Mapping Exercises #4: Neighborhood Nodes
Residents were asked to view a large scale aerial of Arnold and indicate where they thought
neighborhood development should be focused in the future, and what types of neighborhood
development are most appropriate by drawing circles around those locations in the City.
Neighborhood development options included:
• Detached single-family
• Townhouse/duplex/apartment
• Lofts, condos and higher intensity
Synthesis of workshop results shows the type, intensity, and placement of residential development that
is desired. Following the same thought process as the commercial nodes, participants were asked to
draw different color circles on the study area map to locate where a variety of neighborhood
development types should occur. This process provided insight into the type, intensity, and placement
of residential development that is desired by residents. Mapping exercise results are consolidates on the
following map.
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Mapping Exercise #5: Reinvestment/Enhancement Opportunities
This exercise asked residents to make critical suggestions regarding public realm features such as
streetscape, landscape and traffic. Residents were asked to view a large scale aerial of Arnold and
indicate where they thought improvements related to streetscape, pedestrian improvements,
landmarks and gateways, open space, parks and plazas are needed by drawing circles around locations
throughout the City.
Reinvestment/Enhancement opportunities included:
• Streetscape
• Pedestrian improvements
• Landmarks and gateways
• Open space, parks and plaza
Synthesis of workshop results shows public realm preferences, placement of landmarks, gateways, parks
and plazas, and initial investment opportunities desired. The results of this map will be influential in
directing the placement of important natural and built landmarks and gateways as well as parks and
plazas. The map indicates a strong need for enhance pedestrian experience within Arnold. Jeffco Blvd
requires streetscape, pedestrian improvements, gateways and redevelopment investment. These
findings as well as the suggested locations for key open space, parks and plazas will inform the
recommendations for the initial investments. Mapping exercise results are consolidates on the following
map.

Mapping Exercise #6: Mobility Options
Residents were asked to view a large scale aerial of Arnold and indicate where they thought connections
could be improved or created to enhance mobility/walkability and connectivity by drawing circles or
lines around locations throughout the City. Synthesis of workshop results shows connectivity and
investment opportunities desired.
Connection opportunities included:
• Walking paths & trails
• Sidewalks
• Bike lanes
Synthesis of workshop results shows mobility needs for walking paths, trails, sidewalks, and bike lanes.
Participants were asked to draw different color lines on the study area map to locate where connections
should occur. The results of this map will be influential in directing the placement of important
connections. The map indicates a strong need for enhance pedestrian experience and connectivity
within Arnold. Jeffco Blvd requires enhancement of the pedestrian realm. These findings as well as the
suggested locations for key connections will inform the recommendations for the initial investments.
Mapping exercise results are consolidates on the following map.
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Top Comment Cards Themes
The following graphic illustrates the top themes from ten comment cards collected.
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Public Workshop #2
“Forecast the Future”
This workshop asked participants to provide feedback on three “What if Scenarios”. Each was illustrated in a
“workbook” with its’ own map and story to tell for the future of Arnold. Each showed a different way Arnold
could absorb more people, implement different land use patterns, provide mobility options, and manage change
over time. To help participants compare scenarios, each of the three “What If Scenarios” had its own set of
indicators, for things like acres of land developed, all projected from current data.

Scenario Exercises
Participants were asked to assess how well they believed each scenario addressed a series of seven value-based
questions. For each question, they chose the scenario they felt addressed the issue best, voting for only one
scenario for each question.
Scenario A: Market Trends continue, was rejected.
Scenario B: Reinvest, was supported.
Scenario C: Reimagine, was highly desired.
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Community Character Exercises
During the December Workshop the public participated in a series of visual preference exercises telling us what
development patterns and land use types they liked the most and the least. In this exercise, participants were
asked to view the highest rated images in a “workbook” and series of large boards to assess where they believed
each type of housing, retail or office land use type would be appropriate in Arnold by answering a series of six
location-based questions. For each land use type they could choose one or more locations as appropriate. The
positive ratings focused the planning and design goals, affirmed scenario evaluation response, and helped define
the most appropriate, as well as inappropriate, uses and characteristics for the future. Equally important,
understanding the areas of consensus or disagreement.
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Public Workshop #3
“Formulate a Fit”
This workshop built upon the major points made at the first and
second public open houses, community survey and perspective group
meeting results to further inform “how” and “where” the City of
Arnold should grow in the future. This workshop asked participants to
provide feedback on the preferred “New Direction”, illustrated in a
“workbook” with maps and strategy for the future of Arnold.
Participants were asked to view a series of images for designing a
“New Downtown” place, designing the public realm, and for how
sustainable Arnold should become. They could choose one or more
images as appropriate. Participants also reviewed and evaluated draft
Plan Goals by selecting all the goals they believed set the appropriate
“New Direction” for Arnold.

Design a “New Downtown” Place!
Successful downtowns are made up of lively and distinctive
destinations, or places, where the many functions of community life
take place, and where people feel a sense of ownership and
connectedness. Participants designed their preferred “New
Downtown” place by identifying public squares or green spaces,
creating places for social gathering, and identifying a wide-range of
uses.

Design the Public Realm!
In previous workshops participants identified the need for better
designed pedestrian areas, streetscapes, and gateways; typically
referred to as the public realm of the City. Participants designed their
preferred public realm by identifying design characteristics for image
streets, gateways and pedestrian street design.

How Sustainable should Arnold be?
This is a crucial time to rethink how we meet our needs today to help
ensure a desirable future for following generations. Climate change
threatens access to water, food production, health, use of land and the environment. Participants defined
how sustainable Arnold should be by identify preferred best management practices, green development
options and energy alternatives for Arnold’s future.

Evaluate Draft Plan Goals
Participants also reviewed and evaluated the draft Plan Goals by selecting all the goals they believed set the
appropriate “New Direction” for Arnold. All but two goals received 50% or higher possible votes affirming the
overall general intent and direction of the “New Direction” strategy. The positive ratings focused the planning
and design goals. Higher ranked goals influenced implementation strategies.
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Hometown Revitalization Master Plan
The Hometown Association was formed because a growing number of citizens were concerned about the overall
health of the City of Arnold, its appearance and how it is being developed. They wanted to create a report for
the Planning Commission and City Council that identified concerns and provides possible solutions and ways to
incorporate and finance solution.
The Hometown Revitalization Master Plan covers nine areas of concern including specific issues identified in a
public meeting that was held on February 20, 2008 and information provided in a subsequent citizen survey.
The nine (9) Issues of concern upon which the Master Plan focuses are: Heritage, Beautification, Environment,
River & Flood Plain, Infrastructure, Housing, Business Retention & Expansion, Marketing, and Funding. This
Master Plan describes and recommends the GREEN Movement, describes how going GREEN would benefit
Hometown, how to get started, and outlines who to contact for assistance.
The Hometown report can be seen in the word clouds as shown on this page. By visualizing each chapter in word
clouds it is easy to see which themes and priorities rose to the top of participants concerns. The larger the word
or phrase appears; the more often it was mentioned.

Executive Summary
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History

Beautification
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Infrastructure

Business Retention
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Housing

Marketing
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Funding

Conclusions
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Appendix
“Participatory Visualization with Wordle”
By Fernanda B. Viégas, Martin Wattenberg, and Jonathan Feinberg
Jonathan Feinberg created the Wordle web site (http://www.wordle.net/), a tool for making “word clouds”. The process for
creating Wordles is straightforward: users go to a web page, paste a piece of text into a text area, hit a button, and get a
word cloud. The initial cloud is generated with randomized visual parameters. From this starting point, users may customize
the look of their creation. This process is critical to the user experience, so we describe it in detail. The entire process is
designed to be simple and playful, imparting a feeling of control over the creation process.
Font
As with a standard tag cloud, wordles use font size to represent word frequency. Unlike many conventional tag clouds, the
font size is linearly related to frequency, rather than the square root. This choice was made by wordle’s creator because the
resulting compositions seemed more dynamic. Wordle offers 34 fonts, ranging from classic faces to more entertaining and
whimsical choices. Ubiquitous fonts such as Lucida Sans live side by side with less well-known, quirky options like Boopee,
Loved by the King, and Alphabet Fridge Magnets All Caps.
Color
Wordle provides 12 palettes, from black on white to fresh-sounding combinations like Asparagus, BlueSugar, and
ChilledSummer. Users may also create their own color combinations. To add subtler nuances, users may add different
degrees of random variation in the brightness and hues of the base palette colors.
Content/Language
Common words like “the” or “of” usually hold little interest for users. Wordle removes these “stopwords,” which otherwise
clutter the display. The software has lists of stopwords in 26 languages, and by default uses whichever list has the most
words in the input text. Users may override the default, choose to leave common terms in the visualization, or remove
additional words. Further options let users include or remove numbers, and force upper or lower case.
Layout
A Wordle layout is defined by several parameters: the number of words shown, the angles to draw text, whether
alphabetical order should affect placement, and whether the overall shape should be “blobby” or “straightish.” Unlike
color, typeface, or language, users have only indirect influence on the layout due to randomness inherent in the packing
algorithm. Nonetheless, users can influence the composition, making wordles that range from intricate clouds with
hundreds of words to minimalist pieces with just a few terms.
Sharing
To provide legal protection for sharing, every Wordle is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution license which
allows free usage for commercial or non-commercial purposes.
Layout Algorithm
The most distinctive geometric aspect of a Wordle is the layout algorithm, which packs words to make efficient use of
space. While many space-filling visualizations exist, they typically work by recursively subdividing regions. The Wordle
algorithm, by contrast, is agglomerative and builds up the final layout by adding one word at a time. The input to the wordle
algorithm is a list of words, each of which has a numeric “weight.” For each word, Wordle constructs a font with a point size
proportional to the word’s weight, with the highest-weight word assigned an arbitrary font size of 1,000. The algorithm
then uses that font to generate a shape, expressed as a collection of spline paths. At this point, the goal is to position these
shapes in a non-overlapping manner so that (a) space is used as efficiently as possible; (b) each word is close to an “ideal”
position as defined by a placement criterion. The overall strategy is a randomized greedy algorithm in which words are
given a position in space one at a time.
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